
biodynamics
A DIFFERENT WAY OF THINKING ABOUT ECOLOGY, ECONOMY AND JUSTICE

Sunday 21 March 10.00 - 4.30
Venue: C J Dennis Hall, 1721 Healesville-Kinglake Rd, Toolangi, 3777

Inquiries: Hendrik  0455 996 034; Cost: $50 pp, $40 pp Couples & Concessions
 Morning/Afternoon tea; BYO Lunch

MORNING SESSION WITH HAMISH MACKAY 
Hamish will offer an open discussion with participants to explore deeper aspects of the
significance  of  biodynamics  in  the  21st  Century  with  a  brief  intro  for  newcomers
covering the basic language and practice. 

AFTERNOON SESSION: 
HOW WILL WE SUSTAIN OURSELVES? 
The challenges we are experiencing signal the need for change.  With discernment and
wit  we  can  better  grasp  what  is  going  on.  With  selfdetermination,  we  can  build
stronger communities, create inspired forms of education, deepen relationships to our
environment and develop thriving economies.
Iris will tell you the story of three soldiers stuck in a desperate situation. The “Devil”
offers a way out: sign here and I will get your souls; I’ll give you seven years of plenty
and an exit clause: a riddle you’ll never solve. Sounds familiar? The three questions the
“Devil” will ask are profound: how will you sustain yourself? How will you live as a free
human being in the future? How will you contain and celebrate life if you can’t answer
these questions?
Hamish will engage you with activities and insight into associative economics.
The alternatives we need are the answer to the riddle - they come from all of us.

 

Social  Artist  and  Storyteller,  Iris  Curteis  uses  her  StoryVision  process  to  show:  how  we  can
imaginatively shift into conscious creativity through folktales and discover who we really are and
what we can do to connect more deeply to our authentic intentions.

Hamish  Mackay  has  an  unquenchable  passion  for  biodynamics,  associative  economics
(Threefolding), and working with people. He will spark and engage your enthusiasm with exercises
and conversations that unpack structures of money and power that determine how we think, feel
and act in the world


